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al.E_LoldWetsberg, author of the book, "Whitewash," which is a controversial study of the assassination of President Kennedy and the Warren - - Commission Report, was interviewed by Bob Raiford on WTOP Radio at 2:10 p. m. today. 	 . : 

Basically, Weisberg's comments followed the general theme of other individuals questioning the facts surrounding the assassination of President Kennedy. Weisberg commented that the Warren Commission Report.  on which his entire book is based leaves a lot of questions unanswered and that the Commission did not do the job which was expected of it. He contends that the entire matter must be investigated in public, preferably by Congress.  , 1,  
.-, 
-I Weisberg commented that there is serious doubt concerning all t.  ' conclusions in the Report and that the Report is replete with too many coin-cidences.   He contends that the evidence clearly indicates that at least two 	t individuals were involved in the assassination and that there is no proof that 0  Oswald actually was in the sixth floor window of the Texas Depository Bookstoa stated in the Report. 	
r 46  . 	 u o 

i/,' 	 Weisberg questioned the sight on the gun allegedly used by OswaLot 
S

ic, 	
,„,, 

 and said that the FBI could not even get the sight to function properly. He als.a. commented that a different automobile was used in the re-enactment of the assassination and that the FBI reached conclusions without taking into considera-tion the different size of the car and the seats. Weisberg commented that one question which is still unanswered was volunteered by Mr. Hoover during his testimony before the Commission and that was: "Why didn't the assassin clot- . priorAothe car turning left off ofHouston Street?” Weisberg commente Mr.itHoover answered this by saying: "There was a tree in the way"; ho accixcling to Weisherg; there are no trees on Houston Street. 
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Weisberg is completely off base on this point. The mot ade 
as turned left off of Houston Street entered the park and from the win w of . 
the ookstore trees did block the view of the motorcade prior to enteringlha 
ark. The Director's testimony is accurate. 

All in all, the interview with Weisberg was a rehash of the many 
unfounded allegations which have been made concerning the assassination and 
merely another effort on the part of a writer to exploit the assassination for his 
own financial gain. 

RECOMMENDATION:  

For information. 
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